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Abstract
We propose the mechanism to disentangle the decay constant of closed string axion from the
string scale in the framework of type II string theory on Calabi-Yau manifold. We find that
the quantum and geometrical corrections in the prepotential that arise at some special points
in the moduli space widen the window of axion decay constant. In particular, around the
small complex structure points, the axion decay constant becomes significantly lower than
the string scale. We also discuss the moduli stabilization leading to the phenomenologically
attractive low-scale axion decay constant.
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1 Introduction
An axion, or axion-like particle, is phenomenologically and cosmologically attractive particle to
explain the origin of tiny strong CP phase in the standard model [1], the current dark matter
abundance [2, 3, 4] and the origin of cosmological microwave background through the inflation
mechanism. The consistent theory of quantum gravity such as the string theory also predicts
the existence of axion particles through the dimensional reduction of the higher-dimensional
vector and tensor fields associated with the internal cycles of extra-dimensional space.
In particular, the QCD axion decay constant should be within the range, 109−12 GeV by the
observation of supernova (SN) 1987A [5, 6] and dark matter abundance observed by Planck [7]
with O(1) initial misalignment angle.(For a review, see, e.g., Ref. [8].) From the inflationary
point of view, the decay constant of axion inflaton is severely constrained by the Planck data [7],
e.g., 1018−19 GeV for the natural inflation [9]. It is difficult to extract the above constrained
axion decay constant from the string theory. The authors of Refs. [10, 11, 12] showed that
decay constant of closed string axion in the string theory is typically around 1016−17 GeV, since
both the decay constant and the gauge coupling of visible sector are closely related through
the volume of extra-dimensional space. When the visible sector lives on the localized cycle of
extra-dimensional space, the decay constant of axion associated with the large volume cycle
can be taken much smaller than Planck scale [13], which is achieved in so-called LARGE
Volume Scenario (LVS) in type IIB string theory [14].1 On the other hand, the larger axion
decay constant is obtained by the inclusion of the quantum corrections to the volume of extra-
dimensional space [18], one-loop corrections for the gauge couplings [19, 20], and the alignment
mechanism in terms of multiple axions [21].
In this paper, we focus on Ka¨hler (complex structure) moduli fields in type IIA (IIB)
string theory on Calabi-Yau (CY) manifold. These moduli potentials receive the quantum
(geometrical) corrections which are exactly calculated in the topological string theory. Recently,
the authors of Ref. [18] have showed that the axion decay constant including the instanton
corrections has the maximum value in type IIA string on CY manifold with a few moduli fields
around the large volume limit, which corresponds to the large complex structure (LCS) limit
in type IIB string on mirror CY manifold. In this case, even if the volume of internal cycle
is of O(1) in string units, such instanton corrections give the sizable effect. In this way, it
motivates us to proceed to study the detail of the quantum and geometrical corrections for a
decay constant of closed string axion around the several points of moduli spaces. In type IIB
string theory on CY manifold, these geometrical and non-perturbative corrections are exactly
obtained by solving the corresponding Picard-Fuchs differential equation for the period vector
of CY manifold, which corresponds to the instanton corrections in type IIA side.
We in particular focus on the regular singular points involved in the Picard-Fuchs equation
which are called as the special points of moduli space, such as the LCS point, conifold point, and
small complex structure (SCS) point involving the Gepner point [22, 23]. These closed string
axions then naturally appear around the special points in the low-energy effective theory, since
the monodromy symmetries around special points allow the existence of axions in the moduli
1The warped string compactification is also discussed in Ref. [15]. See for other axions irrelevant with the
internal cycle of extra-dimensional space in heterotic string [16] and type IIA string [17].
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Ka¨hler potential. Around these special points, we proceed to study the detail of the quantum
and geometrical corrections for a decay constant of closed string axion. It is remarkable that
in type IIB string theory, the decay constants of axions associated with the complex structure
moduli are irrelevant to the volume of mirror CY manifold, i.e., the string scale, in comparison
with those of Ka¨hler moduli. As pointed out in Refs. [24, 25, 26], it is interesting to discuss
the phenomenology and cosmology of complex structure moduli.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. After briefly reviewing the Ka¨hler
potential on the basis of N = 2 special geometry in Sec. 2, we first show how to define the
axion particles around the special points of complex structure moduli space and corresponding
decay constant. The axionic shift symmetries are then captured by the invariance of Ka¨hler
potential under the monodromy transformation at the special points. In Sec. 3.1, we formulate
the geometrical corrections for the period vector of CY manifold with an emphasis on the
SCS point. It is then found that, in contrast to the previous studies, the decay constant of
closed string axion associated with the complex structure modulus is taken much smaller than
the string scale, and such a property is a common phenomena in typical one-parameter CY
manifolds. Next, we proceed to estimate the axion decay constant around the conifold point in
Sec. 3.2 and LCS point in Sec. 3.3. Finally, we comment on the moduli stabilization to generate
the low-scale axion decay constants in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 is devoted to the conclusion.
2 Decay constant of closed string axion
Throughout this paper, we consider the low-energy effective theory of type II string theory
on CY orientifold in which the closed string moduli are categorized into the axion-dilaton τ ,
Ka¨hler moduli T , and complex structure moduli z.(See for the construction of four-dimensional
N = 1 effective theory on CY orientifold, e.g., Ref. [27].)
First of all, we show the decay constant of axion associated with Ka¨hler moduli in type IIB
string theory on CY orientifold.2 In the framework of four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity
action, the relevant Lagrangian density of closed string axion associated with the Kalb-Ramond
field or Ramond-Ramond field is captured by
L = −Kρρ¯∂µθ∂µθ − 1
4g2
F µνFµν − θ
4
F µνF˜µν , (1)
where θ(x) is the axion accompanied by the certain modulus field ρ, Kρρ¯ = ∂
2K/∂ρ∂ρ¯ is the
second derivative of the Ka¨hler potential K with respect to ρ and ρ¯, µ, ν denote the indices of
Minkowski spacetime, and F˜µν is the dual gauge field strength of Fµν in the visible or hidden
sector with the gauge coupling g. Since the axion potential is non-perturbatively generated by
breaking the higher-dimensional gauge symmetries to discrete one, the axion decay constant f
is extracted by canonically normalizing the axion as θ˜ =
√
2Kρρ¯θ,
L = −1
2
∂µθ˜∂
µθ˜ − θ˜
32pi2f
F µνF˜µν , (2)
2It is straightforward to extend the following discussion to type IIA string theory or heterotic string with
standard embedding.
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with
f =
√
2Kρρ¯
8pi2
. (3)
When ρ corresponds the Ka¨hler modulus T of CY manifoldM in the type IIB string theory, the
classical modulus Ka¨hler potential is characterized by the volume of CY manifold V in string
units, i.e., K = −2M2Pl lnV with MPl being the reduced Planck mass3. This Ka¨hler potential is
valid in the large volume limit of CY manifold V = (T + T¯ )3/2 > 1, and then the decay constant
of axion Im T reads as
f ≃
√
6
V2/3
MPl
8pi2
. (4)
For the closed string axion in the string theory, the (internal) volume of CY manifold is related
to the value of gauge coupling. Thus, the observed value of gauge coupling in the visible sector
leads to the constrained axion decay constant around 1016−17 GeV [12], which is the same order
of the string scale
Ms ≃ gs√
4piVMPl, (5)
with gs being the string coupling. The similar discussion is applied to the case of axion-
dilaton τ . By contrast, for the internal cycle irrelevant to the visible sector, tiny axion decay
constant is achieved in the large volume limit, in particular, phenomenologically favorable
axion window, 109 ≤ f ≤ 1012 GeV corresponds to the range, 2 × 107 ≤ V ≤ 6.4 × 1011.
Furthermore, when we consider the hidden D7-brane wrapping the small cycle in “Swiss-Cheese”
CY manifold, the corresponding axion decay constant can be taken much smaller than the string
scale independently of the overall volume of CY manifold. In both cases, the string scale is
simultaneously small compared with the Planck scale. On the other hand, the trans-Planckian
axion decay constant requires the small volume of CY manifold. When the CY volume is of
order unity in string units, the quantum corrections will give an important role of determining
the axion decay constant as suggested in Ref. [18].
In the following, let us take a closer look at the complex structure moduli in type IIB string
theory. In contrast to the Ka¨hler moduli in type IIB string, the vacuum expectation values of
complex structure moduli are irrelevant to the value of string scale as can be seen in Eq. (5). It
is thus expected that the decay constant of axion associated with complex structure moduli is
decoupled from the string scale. Furthermore, since the geometrical and non-perturbative cor-
rections for the complex structure moduli are exactly calculated in the topological string theory,
we can estimate such corrections to the axion decay constant around several points of moduli
space in a systematic way. Note that, in type IIB (IIA) string theory on toroidal background,
axions associated with complex structure (Ka¨hler) moduli couple to the gauge bosons at the
one-loop level through the gauge threshold corrections [28, 29], although such gauge threshold
corrections are unrevealed for the CY background. These one-loop corrections are induced by
3We use the reduced Planck unit MPl = 2.4× 1018GeV = 1 unless otherwise specified.
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integrating out the massive open strings between two parallel D-branes. Thus, in a way similar
to the toroidal background [28, 29], we assume that the one-loop gauge kinetic function involves
the axion associated with complex structure moduli so that the gauge couplings do not diverge
around the special points.
Before going to the detail of such corrections in the moduli Ka¨hler potential, we briefly
review the Ka¨hler potential written in the language of N = 2 special geometry. In type II
string theory on CY manifold, the Ka¨hler potential originating from N = 2 vector multiplets is
provided by the prepotential, which receives the quantum and geometric corrections, calculated
by the technique of mirror symmetry between A- and B-models [30, 31]. For sake of simplicity,
we consider the type IIB string theory on CY orientifold. On the integral symplectic cohomology
basis for H3(M,Z) of CY manifold, (αa, βa) with a = 1, 2, · · · , h2,1 + 1, where h2,1 denote
the hodge number surviving under the orientifold involution, the holomorphic three-form is
represented by
Ω = zaαa −Faβa, (6)
where za and Fa = ∂F/∂za are defined by the integrals of Ω over three-cycles Aa and Ba on
the integral homology basis in H3(M,Z),
za =
∫
Aa
Ω,
Fa =
∫
Ba
Ω, (7)
respectively. Then, N = 2 special geometry allows us to write down the Ka¨hler potential of
complex structure moduli,
K = − ln[i ∫
M
Ω ∧ Ω¯]= − ln[iΠ† · Σ · Π], (8)
where
Πt =
(∫
Aa
Ω,
∫
Ba
Ω
)
, (9)
is the period vector and Σ is the symplectic matrix:
Σ =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, (10)
with 1 being the (h2,1+1)× (h2,1+1) identity matrix. When the three-form fluxes are inserted
in these three-cycles, the flux-induced superpotential is generated as [32]
W =
∫
M
G3 ∧ Ω, (11)
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where G3 = F3−τH3 denote the linear combination of Ramond-Ramond F3 and Neveu-Schwarz
three-form fluxes H3. These three-form fluxes enable us to stabilize the complex structure
moduli and axion-dilaton [33]. It is remarkable that the Ka¨hler potential is invariant under the
symplectic transformation:
Πi(z)→
∑
j
P ijΠ
j(z), (12)
where the integral symplectic transformation matrix P ij , (i, j = 1, 2, · · · , 2(h2,1 + 1)), is the
matrix representation of symplectic group Sp(2(h2,1 + 1)).
In the complex structure moduli space, there are several special points called as SCS point,
conifold point, and LCS point, around which the period vector transforms under the discrete
subgroup (monodromy group) of symplectic group,∑
j
P ij [zsp]Π
j(z) = Πi(ze2pii), (13)
with P ij [zsp] being the monodromy matrix around the special point zsp. Such symmetries of the
Ka¨hler potential around the special points give rise to the flat direction in moduli space. Thus,
an axion or axion-like particle naturally appears in the low-energy effective theory.
To estimate the axion decay constant around the special points, it is required to derive
an exact form of period vector and its monodromy transformation. In the remaining of this
paper, we show the systematic approach to find the general expression of period vector and its
monodromy transformation for one-parameter CY manifold within the framework of topolog-
ical string theory, in which these period vectors are governed by the Picard-Fuchs differential
equations. It thus allows us to study the axion decay constant around the special points of
moduli space.
3 Axion decay constant around the special point
We discuss the decay constant of axion around the special points of the complex structure
moduli space step by step. First of all, we take into account the SCS points for several CY
manifolds in Sec. 3.1.4 In Sec. 3.2, we discuss the conifold point of CY manifold, in particular,
mirror quintic CY threefold. Finally, the LCS (or large volume) point is discussed in Sec. 3.3.
3.1 SCS point
To make the analysis concrete, we, in this section, restrict ourselves to the type IIB string
theory on mirror CY orientifold with one complex structure modulus. Furthermore, we con-
centrate on the complex structure modulus compatible with the orientifold involution.(See for
the construction of four-dimensional N = 1 effective theory on CY orientifold, e.g., Ref. [27].)
4In what follows, the mirror CY manifold is denoted by the CY manifold for simplicity, unless otherwise
specified.
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In particular, when a CY threefold is defined as a hypersurface in a weighted projective space
P
n
ν1,ν2,··· ,νn+1[d1, d2, · · · , dr], where the degree of homogeneous polynomials d1, d2, · · · , dr satisfies
the so-called CY condition:
∑r
p=1 dp =
∑n+1
q=1 νq with n = r + 3, the period vector obeys the
Picard-Fuchs equation [34, 35]{
δ4 − hz(δ + α1)(δ + α2)(δ + α3)(δ + α4)
}
pi(z) = 0, (14)
where δ = zd/dz with z being the complex structure modulus, h = Πpd
dp
p /Πqν
νq
q and ∪4i=1{αi} =
{∪rp=1{ ldp}\ ∪n+1q=1 {mνq }|0 ≤ l ≤ dp − 1, 0 ≤ m ≤ νq − 1} for l, m ∈ Z. The rational numbers
αi characterize the CY manifold. Throughout this section, we study the CY manifolds with
one complex structure modulus defined in complete intersections in weighted projective spaces
and toric varieties. Such CY manifolds are summarized in Table 1 in which those are classified
by the degeneracies of αi. In Sec. 3.1.1, we discuss the case where all αi are distinct, i.e.,
α1 6= α2 6= α3 6= α4, while the other degenerated cases are shown in Secs. 3.1.2, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4.5
CY hypersurfaces (α1, α2, α3, α4) h κ
∫
M c2 ∧D Degeneracies of αi
P
4
1,1,1,1,1[5] (1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5) 3125 5 50 0
P
4
2,1,1,1,1[6] (1/6, 2/6, 4/6, 5/6) 11664 3 42 0
P
4
4,1,1,1,1[8] (1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8) 65536 2 44 0
P
4
5,2,1,1,1[10] (1/10, 3/10, 7/10, 9/10) 8 · 105 1 34 0
P
5
6,4,1,1,1,1[2, 12] (1/12, 5/12, 7/12, 11/12) 12
6 1 46 0
P
5
3,2,2,1,1,1[4, 6] (1/4, 1/3, 2/3, 3/4) 27648 2 32 0
P
5
2,1,1,1,1,1[3, 4] (1/6, 1/4, 3/4, 5/6) 1728 6 48 0
P
5
1,1,1,1,1,1[2, 4] (1/4, 3/4, 1/2, 1/2) 1024 8 56 1
P
6
1,1,1,1,1,1,1[2, 2, 3] (1/3, 2/3, 1/2, 1/2) 432 12 60 1
P
5
3,1,1,1,1,1[2, 6] (1/6, 5/6, 1/2, 1/2) 6912 4 52 1
P
5
1,1,1,1,1,1[3, 3] (1/3, 1/3, 2/3, 2/3) 729 9 54 2
P
5
2,2,1,1,1,1[4, 4] (1/4, 1/4, 3/4, 3/4) 4096 4 40 2
P
5
3,3,2,2,1,1[6, 6] (1/6, 1/6, 5/6, 5/6) 2
8 · 36 1 22 2
P
7
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1[2, 2, 2, 2] (1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) 256 16 64 4
Table 1: The list of the CY threefolds defined in the ambient spaces [37]6, which is classified by
the degeneracies of αi with i = 1, 2, 3, 4. h, κ, c2 and D denote the constant, triple intersection
number, the second Chern class of the tangent bundle, and a divisor on the integral basis of
CY manifold, respectively. The derivation of αk is shown in Ref. [35] for the case of weighted
complete intersection.
The Picard-Fuchs equation involves the regular singular points, i.e., special points, such as
the small complex structure point z =∞, conifold point z = 1/h and large complex structure
5As pointed out in Ref. [36], the case with α1 = α2 = α3 6= α4 will not be realized in toric varieties.
6In Ref. [37], there is a typo in the CY data. Specifically, the CY data of P53,2,2,1,1,1[4, 6] needs to be replaced
by that of P52,1,1,1,1,1[3, 4].
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point z = 0. By solving the above Picard-Fuchs equation around the small complex structure
point of CY manifold z → ∞, the monodromy group is mainly categorized into two classes.
Firstly, the monodromy matrix is of finite order, i.e., P [zsp]
n = P [zsp], where n is the integer
depending on the structure of CY manifold. In such a case, all αk are distinct and we will
call such a special point as orbifold point as discussed in detail in Sec. 3.1.1. Secondly, the
monodromy matrix does not obey P [zsp]
n = P [zsp] (n ∈ Z), while it satisfies (P [zsp]n−1)m = 0
for certain integers n and m. In such a case, some (all) of αk are degenerate and the period
vector has a logarithmic behavior as displayed in Secs. 3.1.2, 3.1.3 and 3.1.4.
First of all, we show the general expression of period vector for the CY manifold with
degeneracies of αi less than 2. The solution of Picard-Fuchs equation can be written in terms
of the integral representation of Meijer G-function [36],(For details about the Meijer G-function,
see, e.g., Refs. [36, 38].)
pi(z) =


U0(z)
U1(z)
U2(z)
U3(z)

 , (15)
where
Uj(z) =
1
(2pii)j+1
∫
C
ds
Γ(−s)j+1Π4i=1Γ(s+ αi)
Γ(s+ 1)3−jΠ4i=1Γ(αi)
(
epii(j+1)hz
)s
, (16)
with j = 0, 1, 2, 3. In the SCS point, the contour C is taken to extend from −i∞ to i∞ so as
to enclose the poles s = −αi − n with n being non-negative integer.
Let us calculate the period integral involving the ns single poles and nd double poles.
Although we do not consider the case of triple poles throughout this paper, quadruple pole
is discussed in Sec. 3.1.4. The general expression consists of two parts:
Uj(z) = Uj(z)
(s) + Uj(z)
(d), (17)
where Uj(z)
(s) is the contribution from the single poles at s = −αk − n
Uj(z)
(s) =
1
(2pii)j
ns∑
k
(
sin(piαk)
pi
)3−j
(epii(j+1)hz)−αk
Γ(αk)
4Π4i=1,i 6=kΓ(αi − αk)
Γ(α1)Γ(α2)Γ(α3)Γ(α4)
·
∞∑
n=0
[(αk)n]
4
n!Πl=1,··· ,4,l 6=k(1 + αk − αl)n (hz)
−n, (18)
with (αk)n =
Γ(αk+n)
Γ(αk)
being the Pochhammer symbol and the second part Uj(z)
(d) is originating
from the double poles at s = −αk − n depending on the logarithmic term
Uj(z)
(d) =
1
(2pii)j
nd∑
k
(
sin(piαk)
pi
)3−j
(epii(j+1)hz)−αk
∞∑
n=0
Γ(αk + n)
4Π4i=1,i 6=k,αi 6=αkΓ(αi − αk − n)
n!2Γ(α1)Γ(α2)Γ(α3)Γ(α4)
·
[
Bnk − (3− j)picot(pi(αk + n)) + ln
(
epii(j+1)hz
) ]
(hz)−n, (19)
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with Bnk =
∑4
i=1,i 6=k,αi 6=αk Ψ(αi − αk − n) − 4Ψ(αk + n) − 2γ + 2
∑n
l=1
1
l
. Here, the sum in
Uj(z)
(s)(Uj(z)
(d)) is running over the relevant single (double) poles αk and the number of such
poles ns(nd) depends on that of degeneracies of αk. Ψ(z) = ∂z ln Γ(z) is the digamma function
which satisfies the identity Ψ(1 − αk) − Ψ(αk) = picot(piαk) and γ = −Ψ(1) is the Euler-
Mascheroni constant. For the degenerate αk in the Picard-Fuchs equation (14), the period
vectors Uj(z)
(d) have logarithmic terms depending on the complex structure modulus which
causes the infinite order monodromy transformation for the period vector as explained below.
The obtained period vector is not spanned by the integral symplectic basis which is con-
venient in flux compactification to quantize the three-form fluxes. Therefore, along with the
strategy of Ref. [24], we search for the transformation matrix from the basis of Meijer G-
function to the integral symplectic basis. Since the period vector around the LCS point is
proportional to the masses of BPS saturated D2p-branes with p = 0, 1, 2, 3 corresponding to
those of three-brane in the mirror IIB string theory [39], we can find the integral basis such
that the spectrum between these D-branes are integral. The authors of Ref. [24] showed that
the integral sympletic basis in the large volume limit z → 0 becomes
ΠLCS = Ξ · pi(z), (20)
where Uj(z) is the element of period vector (16) around the LCS point
7
Ξ =


1 0 0 0
−1 −1 0 0
− (κb
4
+ κ
6
) − (κb
4
+ 7κ
6
) −2κ −κ
−κ −2κ −κ 0

 , (21)
with b = 1
3κ
∫
M c2 ∧D.
In the following, we assume that the above transformation matrix Ξ is applicable for the
period vector around the SCS point z →∞ which is confirmed by considering the monodromy
transformation of period vector in our discussed concrete models. We find the general form
of the period vector on the integral symplectic basis near the SCS point for the case with
degeneracies of αi less than 2,
ΠSCS = Πs +Πd, (22)
where
Πs =
ns∑
k
Ak
pi3
(hz)−αk


s3ke
−piiαk
i
2
s2k
iκ
8
(
bs2k − (13s2k + c2k)
)
skκ
4
epiiαk

 ,
Πd =
nd∑
k
Ak
pi3
(hz)−αk


s3k(B
0
k + ln h+ ln z − 3pi cksk + ipi)e−piiαk
i
2
s2k(B
0
k + ln h+ ln z − 2pi cksk )
iκ
8
(
bs2k − (13s2k + c2k)
)
(B0k + lnh + ln z − 2pi cksk )−
ipickκ
4sk
skκ
4
(B0k + ln h + ln z − pi cksk − ipi)epiiαk

 , (23)
7The contour C is chosen to extend from −i∞ to i∞ so as to enclose the poles s = n.
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with sk = sin(piαk), ck = cos(piαk) and Ak =
Γ(αk)
4Π4
i=1,i6=k,αi 6=αk
Γ(αi−αk)
Γ(α1)Γ(α2)Γ(α3)Γ(α4)
. Here, Πs (Πd) encodes
the contribution from the single (double) poles in the integral of Meijer G-function (16).
3.1.1 α1 6= α2 6= α3 6= α4
First of all, we take a closer look at the orbifold point where all αi are distinct. From the
formula in Eq. (23) with ns = 4 and nd = 0, the explicit form of period vector becomes
ΠSCS =
4∑
k=1
Πs,k =
4∑
k=1
Ak
pi3
(hz)−αk


s3ke
−piiαk
i
2
s2k
iκ
8
(
bs2k − (13s2k + c2k)
)
sκ
4
epiiαk

 . (24)
By plugging the above period vector into Eq. (8), it enables us to analyze the behavior of
the Ka¨hler potential around the SCS point
e−KSCS =
4∑
k=1
A2k
4pi6
|hz|−2αks3kckκ
[
−bs2k + 2
(
2
3
s2k + c
2
k
)]
, (25)
where the cross terms in the Ka¨hler potential such as
iΠ†s,i · Σ · Πs,j = AiAj
pi6
(hz)−αi(hz¯)−αj
κ
8
[
sin((αi + αj)pi) + i(s
2
i − s2j)
][
(s2i + s
2
j)−
(
b+
2
3
)
s2i s
2
j
]
(26)
with i 6= j, are absent in our all concrete models in Tab. 1.8 It then implies that the axionic shift
symmetry under arg(z)→ arg(z)+const. can be seen in the vicinity of z ∼ ∞, whose property
is originating from the invariance under the following monodromy transformation around the
SCS point:
ΠSCSi (ze
2pii) =
4∑
j=1
TijΠ
SCS
j (z) (27)
with
T = e−2pii/dc


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 . (28)
8Although the part of obtained Ka¨hler potentials is different from those of previous results in Ref. [40, 41]
up to overall factors, they are caused by the different normalization of complex structure modulus. Thus, the
Ka¨hler metrics are consistent with them when the complex structure modulus is redefined as α ≃ (hz)−α1 in
the notation of Ref. [41].
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Here, dc is the least common multiple of the degree of homogeneous polynomials corresponding
to the defining equation of CY manifold. We thus find that the monodromy matrix is of finite
order,
T dc = 1, (29)
as mentioned before.
Following this line of thoughts, we can derive the decay constant of closed string axion
θ = arg(z),
Kθθ = Kzz¯|z|2 = −
A22s
3
2c2
(−bs22 + 2(23s22 + c22))
A21s
3
1c1
(−bs21 + 2(23s21 + c21))(α1 − α2)
2h2(α1−α2)−2|z|2(α1−α2) +O(|z|2(α1−α3)),
(30)
which is valid in the vicinity of z ∼ ∞. It is remarkable that the factors |z|2 in the axion
Ka¨hler metric appear as a fact that the axion is now defined in the phase direction of z.
Since, in all cases, the axion Ka¨hler metric vanishes at the SCS point due to the inequalities
α1 < α2 < α3 < α4, it enables us to obtain the small axion decay constant around the SCS
point. As an example, from the numerical values of Ka¨hler metric in Tab. 2, the small axion
Ka¨hler metric
√
2Kθθ ≃ 1012GeV is achieved under |z| ≃ 3.7×103 for the CY manifold defined
in P42,1,1,1,1[6].
CY hypersurfaces (α1, α2, α3, α4) Kθθ
P
4
1,1,1,1,1[5] (1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5) 3.1× 10−11|z|−2/5
P
4
2,1,1,1,1[6] (1/6, 2/6, 4/6, 5/6) 1.4× 10−12|z|−1/3
P
4
4,1,1,1,1[8] (1/8, 3/8, 5/8, 7/8) 3× 10−15|z|−1/2
P
4
5,2,1,1,1[10] (1/10, 3/10, 7/10, 9/10) 1.2× 10−17|z|−2/5
P
5
6,4,1,1,1,1[2, 12] (1/12, 5/12, 7/12, 11/12) 1.6× 10−22|z|−2/3
P
5
3,2,2,1,1,1[4, 6] (1/4, 1/3, 2/3, 3/4) 3.2× 10−10|z|−1/6
P
5
2,1,1,1,1,1[3, 4] (1/6, 1/4, 3/4, 5/6) 5.1× 10−13|z|−1/6
Table 2: The axion Ka¨hler metric for the several CY threefolds, where all αi are distinct.
3.1.2 α1 6= α2 6= α3 = α4
In contrast to the previous section, we begin with the case where the single pair of αi is
degenerated. From the formula in Eq. (23) with ns = 2 and nd = 1, the period vector is
explicitly written by
ΠSCS =
2∑
k=1
Πs,k +Πd, (31)
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where
Πs,k =
Ak
pi3
(hz)−αk


s3ke
−piiαk
i
2
s2k
iκ
8
(
bs2k − (13s2k + c2k)
)
skκ
4
epiiαk

 ,
Πd =
A3
pi3
(hz)−α3


s33(B
0
3 + ln h + ln z − 3pi c3s3 + ipi)e−piiα3
i
2
s23(B
0
3 + ln h+ ln z − 2pi c3s3 )
iκ
8
(
bs23 − (13s23 + c23)
)
(B03 + ln h+ ln z − 2pi c3s3 )− ipic3κ4s3
s3κ
4
(B03 + ln h+ ln z − pi c3s3 − ipi)epiiα3

 . (32)
The above period vector leads to the Ka¨hler potential for each CY manifold by the use of
Eq. (8),
e−KSCS =
2∑
k=1
A2k
4pi6
|hz|−2αks3kckκ
[
−bs2k + 2
(
2
3
s2k + c
2
k
)]
− κA
2
3
8pi5
|hz|−2α3
(
b− 4
3
)
(2B3 + ln |hz|2),
(33)
around the SCS point. Here, the cross terms such as i(Π†s)† · Σ · Πd are absent, since they are
proportional to the following equalities satisfied in our concrete models in Tab. 1,
s2k
(
b− 1
3
)
− 1 = 0, (34)
with k = 1, 2. Thus, the obtained Ka¨hler potential has the axionic shift symmetry under
θ → θ + const. with θ = arg(z) which is originating from the following fact. Around the SCS
point, the period vector transforms as
ΠSCS(ze2pii) =
2∑
k=1
e−2piiαkΠs,k + e−2piiα3Πd + 2piiξSCS, (35)
where
ξSCS =
A3
pi3
(hz)−α3


s33e
−piiα3
i
2
s23
iκ
8
(
bs23 − (13s23 + c23)
)
skκ
4
epiiα3

 . (36)
In turn, we find the monodromy matirix T obeying9
ΠSCSi (ze
2pii) =
4∑
j=1
TijΠ
SCS
j (z), (37)
9In Ref. [24], the monodromy matrix is also constructed on the Jordan basis of Meijer G-function.
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generically satisfies the following equality, even if we do not know its explicit form10
(T dc − 1)2 = 0, (38)
which corresponds to the symmetry of Ka¨hler potential for each CY manifold. The above
equality is originating from the fact that the operator −(T dc)2 + 2T dc is identified with the
identity operator, i.e., 1.
The Ka¨hler metric of axion is then obtained as
Kθθ = Kzz¯|z|2
≃ piA
2
3
(
b− 4
3
)
2A21s
3
1c1
(−bs21 + 2(23s21 + c21))
[
(α1 − α3)2(2B03 + ln |hz|2) + α1 − α3 + 1
]
|hz|2(α1−α3),
(39)
which is valid in the vicinity of z ∼ ∞. Since the axion Ka¨hler metric vanishes at the SCS
point of CY manifold due to the inequalities α1 < α3 = α4 < α2 as shown in Tab. 1, we can
obtain the small axion decay constant around the SCS point. In Tab. 3, we show the numerical
values of Ka¨hler metric for the CY manifold in Tab. 1. As an example, from the numerical
values of Ka¨hler metric in Tab. 3, the small axion Ka¨hler metric
√
2Kθθ ≃ 1012GeV is achieved
under |z| ≃ 7.2× 1013 for the CY manifold defined in P53,1,1,1,1,1[2, 6].
CY hypersurfaces (α1, α2, α3, α4) Kθθ
P
5
1,1,1,1,1,1[2, 4] (1/4, 3/4, 1/2, 1/2) 9.3× 10−5|z|−1/2 ln |z|
P
6
1,1,1,1,1,1,1[2, 2, 3] (1/3, 2/3, 1/2, 1/2) 3.6× 10−4|z|−1/3 ln |z|
P
5
3,1,1,1,1,1[2, 6] (1/6, 5/6, 1/2, 1/2) 4.7× 10−6|z|−2/3 ln |z|
Table 3: The axion Ka¨hler metric for the several CY threefolds, where one pair of αi is degen-
erated.
3.1.3 α1 = α2 6= α3 = α4
Next, we consider the CY manifold with α1 = α2 6= α3 = α4 which causes the double poles
around the SCS point.
Following the same procedure in Sec. 3.1.2, the period vector on the integral symplectic
basis is obtained from the formula in Eq. (23) with ns = 0 and nd = 2,
ΠSCS =
∑
k=1,3
Πd,k =
∑
k=1,3
Ak
pi3
(hz)−αk


s3k(B
0
k + ln h+ ln z − 3pi cksk + ipi)e−piiαk
i
2
s2k(B
0
k + ln h+ ln z − 2pi cksk )
iκ
8
(
bs2k − (13s2k + c2k)
)
(B0k + ln h + ln z − 2pi cksk )−
ipickκ
4sk
skκ
4
(B0k + ln h+ ln z − pi cksk − ipi)epiiαk

 ,
(40)
10The explicit form of monodromy matrix T can be derived as follows. First, we obtain the monodromy
matrix of the period vector around the SCS point on the basis of Eq. (15), known as the Jordan basis [36].
Then, by acting the transformation matrix Ξ in Eq. (20) on the obtained monodromy matrix of the Jordan
basis, the monodromy matirix T is obtained.
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which leads to the Ka¨hler potential
e−KSCS =
∑
k=1,3
κA2k
2pi5
|hz|−2αks2kc2k
[
ln |hz|2 + 2Bk − 6pi ck
sk
+
pi
skck
]
. (41)
Here, the cross term iΠ†d,1 · Σ · Πd,3 is absent by the use of following equalities satisfied in our
concrete models in Tab. 1,
s2k
(
b+
2
3
)
− 2 = 0, (42)
with k = 1, 3. Thus, the obtained Ka¨hler potential has the axionic shift symmetry under
θ→ θ + const. with θ = arg(z) which is originating from the following fact.
Around the SCS point, the period vector transforms as
ΠSCS(ze2pii) =
∑
k=1,3
e−2piiαkΠd,k + 2pii
∑
k=1,3
ξs,k, (43)
where
ξs,k =
Ak
pi3
(hz)−αk


s3ke
−piiαk
i
2
s2k
iκ
8
(
bs2k − (13s2k + c2k)
)
skκ
4
epiiαk

 . (44)
In turn, we find the monodromy matirix T obeying
ΠSCSi (ze
2pii) =
4∑
j=1
TijΠ
SCS
j (z), (45)
generically satisfies the following equality, even if we do not know its explicit form,
(T dc − 1)2 = 0, (46)
which corresponds to the symmetry of Ka¨hler potential for each CY manifold in the same way
with Sec. 3.1.2. The Ka¨hler metric of axion is then obtained in the vicinity of z ∼ ∞,
Kθθ = Kzz¯|z|2 ≃ (α1)2


[
ln |hz|2 + 2B1 − 6pi c1s1 + pis1c1 − 1α1
]2
[
ln |hz|2 + 2B1 − 6pi c1s1 + pis1c1
]2 − ln |hz|
2 + 2B1 − 6pi c1s1 + pis1c1 − 2α1
ln |hz|2 + 2B1 − 6pi c1s1 + pis1c1


+O(|z|2(α1−α3) ln |z|2), (47)
from which the axion Ka¨hler metric vanishes at the SCS point of CY manifold by using the
inequalities α1 = α2 < α3 = α4. In contrast to the previous case, constrained axion Ka¨hler
metric
√
2Kθθ ≃ O(1012)GeV requires the value of complex structure modulus |z| is of O(10300)
due to the logarithmic dependence of the Ka¨hler metric.
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3.1.4 α1 = α2 = α3 = α4
In this section, we consider the CY manifold with α1 = α2 = α3 = α4 which causes the
quadrupole poles around the SCS point as shown in the Meijer integral (16). So far, the SCS
point can be distinguishable from the LCS point in the CY manifold. However, in the current
case, Picard-Fuchs equation around the SCS point is related to that around the LCS point.
Along the line of Ref. [42], under the following change of variable z and solution of Picard-Fuchs
equation in Eq. (14):
u = z−1,
p˜i(u) = z−α1pi(z), (48)
we have obtain the same Picard-Fuchs equation (14),{
δ4u − hu(δu + α1)4
}
pi(u) = 0, (49)
where δu = ud/du = −zd/dz. It implies that the SCS point is physically equivalent to the LCS
point. Indeed, when the contour C in Eq. (16) is taken to enclose such quadrupole poles, the
Meijer G-function has the logarithmic terms [42]:
Uj(z) =
1
(2pii)j
(
sin piα
pi
)3−j
(epii(j+1)hz)−α1
[
(log(hz))3 +Dj2(log(hz))
2 +Dj1 log(hz) +D
j
0
]
,
(50)
where
Dj0 =
32
3
γ3 +
4
3
γpi2 +
4
3
ξ(2) + (8γ2 +
1
3
pi2)Cj + 4γ(Cj2 + Cj
′
) + Cj3 + 3CjCj
′
+ Cj
′′
,
Dj1 = 8γ
2 +
1
3
pi2 + 8γCj + 3(Cj)3 + 3Cj
′
,
Dj2 = 4γ + 3C
j, (51)
with
Cj ≡ Cj∣∣
s=−α,
Cj
′ ≡ d
ds
Cj
∣∣∣∣
s=−α
,
Cj
′′ ≡ d
2
ds2
Cj
∣∣∣∣
s=−α
,
Cj = log k + (j + 1)ipi − (j + 1)Ψ(−s)− (j − 3)Ψ(1 + s). (52)
Such cubic term of logarithm induced by the existence of quadrupole poles, also appears in
the solution of Picard-Fuchs equation around the LCS point as discussed in Sec. 3.3. Thus, even
if the small Ka¨hler metric is obtained around the SCS point, the Ka¨hler metric corresponds to
that around the large complex modulus limit. We analyze the detail of such a case in Sec. 3.3.
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3.2 Conifold point
In a way similar to the previous sections, we next analyze the decay constant of closed string
axion around other special point, in particular, conifold point which often appears in the land-
scape of string theory [43] and the vicinity of large number of D3-branes [44]. For our purpose,
we study the type IIB string theory compactified on the mirror quintic CY threefold which
encodes the conifold point. However, the solution of Picard-Fuchs equation around the conifold
point cannot be described by the Meijer G-function.
To obtain the period vector around the conifold point, we directly solve the Picard-Fuchs
equation around the conifold point. First of all, when we redefine the complex structure modulus
as zc = 1− ψ−5 in the defining equation of mirror quintic,
P1 = (x0)5 + (x1)5 + (x2)5 + (x3)5 + (x4)5 − 5ψΠ4i=0xi = 0, (xi ∈ P41,1,1,1,1[5]), (53)
associated Picard-Fuchs equation in Eq. (14) reduces to{
P4(zc)θ
4
c + P3(zc)θ
3
c + P2(zc)θ
2
c + P1(zc)θ
1
c + P0(zc)
}
pic(zc) = 0, (54)
where θc = zcd/dzc and
P4(zc) = 1− 3zc + 3z2c − z3c ,
P3(zc) = −4 + 6zc − 14z3c ,
P2(zc) =
1
5
(
25− 22zc + 4z2c + 103z3c
)
,
P1(zc) =
1
5
(−10 + 7zc − 2z3c) ,
P0(zc) = −24
55
z3c . (55)
When we take the following ansatz of solution of Picard-Fuchs equation,
pic(zc) =
∞∑
n=0
αnz
ρ+n
c , (56)
the characteristic exponent of Picard-Fuchs operator is obtained as ρ = 0, 1, 1, 2 which results
in the period vector by using the recursive approach,
pic(zc) =


pic1
pic2
pic3
pic4

 =


1 + 2
54
z3c +
97
2·4·5z
4
c + · · ·
zc +
7
10
z2c +
41
75
z3c +
1133
4·55 z
4
c + · · ·
z2c +
37
30
z3c +
2309
1800
z4c + · · ·
pi2 ln z − 23360z3c − 63973·106 z4c + · · ·

 , (57)
However, the obtained period vector is not spanned by the integral symplectic basis. By acting
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the transformation matrix11
Ξc =


a4 a5 a9 −
√
5
(2pii)2
ia6 ia7 ia8 0
0
√
5
2pii
0 0
a1 − 112 ia6 a2 − 112 ia7 a3 − 112 ia8 0

 , (58)
with the period vector (57), the period vector on the integral symplectic basis can be obtained
around the conifold point
Πc =


−
√
5
(2pii)2
zc ln zc + a4 + a5zc +O(z2c )
ia6 + a11zc +O(z2c )√
5
2pii
zc +O(z2c )
a12 + a10zc +O(z2c )

 , (59)
with a10 = 1.016604716702582 − 0.8292168231795108i and a11 = 0.15076669512354743i, and
a12 = a1 − 7.114656914772605i.
From the Ka¨hler potential
e−K = i(Πc)† · Σ · Πc = 5
(2pi)3
|zc|2 ln |zc|2 + C +D(zc + z¯c) + E|zc|2, (60)
with C ≃ 16.02, D ≃ 2.63 and E ≃ 0.289, we identify the phase of complex structure modulus
as axion zc = e
2piiθc , since the Ka¨hler potential has the discrete shift symmetry under θc →
θc +N with N being integer. Such a symmetry is originating from the following monodromy
transformation. Around the conifold point, the period vector transforms as
Πc(ze2pii) = Πc(z) + ξc(z), (61)
where
ξc = − 5
(2pii)2
zc


1
0
0
0

 . (62)
Consequently, under the monodromy transformation:
Πci →
4∑
j=1
T cijΠ
c
j , (63)
11The elements of transformation matrix is only numerically known in Ref. [45] as a1 = 6.19501627714957,
a2 = 1.016604716702582, a3 = 0.140889979448831, a4 = 1.07072586843016, a5 = −0.0247076138044847, a6 =
1.29357398450411, a7 =
2a2a6pi−
√
5a4
2a1pi
, a8 =
5+16a3a6pi
3
16a1pi
3 , a9 =
√
5a2+8a3a4pi
2
8a1pi
2 .
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we find that the transformation matrix T c satisfies the following equalities, even if we do not
know its explicit form,12
(T c − 1)2 = 0, (64)
which corresponds to the symmetry of Ka¨hler potential in the same way with Secs. 3.1.2 and
3.1.3.
In the following, we proceed to study the decay constant of axion θc. The Ka¨hler metric of
axion θc becomes
Kθcθc = Kzcz¯c|zc|2 =
|zc|2
V 2c
∣∣∣∣∣ 5(2pi)3 (zc ln |zc|2 + zc)+D + Ezc
∣∣∣∣∣
2
−|zc|
2
Vc
(
5
(2pi)3
ln |zc|2 + 10
(2pi)3
+ E
)
,
(65)
with Vc = e
−K , which approaches to zero in the limit of zc → 0. We will thus expect that
the axion decay constant can be taken much smaller than the string scale. Indeed, from the
Ka¨hler metric in Eq. (65), the small axion Ka¨hler metric
√
2Kθcθc ≃ 1012GeV is achieved under
|zc| ≃ 1.6× 10−6 for the mirror quintic CY defined in P41,1,1,1,1[5].
3.3 LCS point
Finally, we discuss the decay constant of single and multiple axions around the LCS point
based on the effective action of type IIA string theory on CY manifold M˜. By applying the
mirror map for the period vector of Picard-Fuchs equation around the LCS point, ti ≃ ln zi
2pii
with i = 1, 2, · · · , h2,1, we can obtain the period vector around the large volume point in the
type IIA string theory. The authors of Ref. [34, 35] showed that the period vector around the
large volume point is represented by
ΠLCS =


1
ti
2F − ti∂iF
∂iF

 , (66)
where F is the instanton-corrected prepotential13
F = − 1
3!
κijkt
itjtk − 1
2
κijt
itj + κit
i +
1
2
κ0 − 1
(2pii)3
∑
β
nβLi3(q
β), (67)
with Lis(z) =
∑
n=1
zn
ns
being polylogarithm function. Here, qβi = e2piidit
i
denote the instanton
corrections labeled by instanton number nβ , where β = diβi with di being integers is expanded
12The explicit form of T c is obtained in a similar way with Sec. 3.1.2.
13Here and in what follows, the summation over i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , h2,1 is implied.
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on the integral cohomology basis for H2(M˜,Z)\{0} of the CY manifold M˜. Furthermore, the
topological invariant quantities are also defined in terms of the Ka¨hler form Ji of M˜,
κijk =
∫
M˜
Ji ∧ Jj ∧ Jk, κij = −1
2
∫
M˜
Ji ∧ Jj ∧ Jj,
κj =
1
24
∫
M˜
c2(M˜) ∧ Jj, κ0 = ζ(3)
(2pii)3
∫
M˜
c3(M˜) = ζ(3)
(2pii)3
χ(M˜), (68)
where ζ(3) ≃ 1.2 and χ(M˜) is the Euler characteristic.
As shown below, the Ka¨hler potential constructed by the period vector (66) involves the
axionic shift symmetries ti → ti+1, originating from the gauge symmetry of Kalb-Ramond field
Re ti. Indeed, the period vector (66) around the LCS point is transformed under ti → ti + 1
for i = 1, 2, · · · , h2,1,
ΠLCS(ti + 1) = T LCS ·ΠLCS(ti), (69)
where
T LCS =
(T1 0
T2 T3
)
, (70)
with
T1 =


1 0 0 · · · 0
1 1 0 · · · 0
1 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 0 0 · · · 1

 , T2 =


∑
i κi A1 · · · Ah2,1
−A1 −
∑
j κ1j1 · · · −
∑
j κ1jh2,1
...
...
...
...
−Ah2,1 −
∑
j κh2,1j1 · · · −
∑
j κh2,1jh2,1

 ,
T3 =


1 −1 −1 · · · −1
0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 · · · 1

 , (71)
and Ai = 12
(∑
j,k κijk −
∑
j(κij + κji)
)
. The above monodromy matrix T LCS satisfies the
following maximally unipotent property,
(T LCS − 1)2(h2,1+1) = 0, (72)
which leads to the symmetries of the Ka¨hler potential as shown below.
In the remaining of this section, we analyze the axion decay constant around the LCS point
with single axion in Sec. 3.3.1 and multiple axions in Sec. 3.3.2.
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3.3.1 Single axion
We begin with the single axion case. From the period vector in Eq. (66), the quantum-corrected
Ka¨hler potential for single modulus T = it is represented by
K(T, T¯ ) = − ln
[
1
6
κttt(T + T¯ )
3 − ζ(3)
4pi3
χ(M˜)
+
2
(2pi)2
∞∑
n,dt=1
dtnβ
n2
(T + T¯ )e−pindt(T+T¯ )cos
(−ipindt(T − T¯ ))
+
4
(2pi)3
∞∑
n,dt=1
nβ
n3
e−pindt(T+T¯ )cos
(−ipindt(T − T¯ ))
]
, (73)
in the large volume limit, where ζ(3) ≃ 1.2, κttt denotes the classical intersection number of CY
manifold, and the exponential terms show the instanton corrections labeled by the instanton
number nβ and the degree of internal two-cycle dt. Since as mentioned before, there is a discrete
axionic shift symmetry under ImT → ImT + N with N being integer, we identify the axion
as ImT and its decay constant as f ≃ √2KT T¯/8pi2. The kinetic term including the instanton
correction is extracted from the above Ka¨hler potential,
KT T¯ = Re(KT )
(
Re(KT ) +
2
T + T¯
)
+ Im(KT )
2, (74)
where
KT =− eK
[
κttt(T + T¯ )
2
2
−
∞∑
n,dt=1
d2tnβ(T + T¯ )
2pin
e−pindt(T+T¯ )cos
(−ipindt(T − T¯ ))
+ i
∞∑
n,dt=1
nβ
(
2d2t (T + T¯ )
2pin
+
2dt
(2pi)2n2
)
e−pindt(T+T¯ )sin
(−ipindt(T − T¯ ))
]
. (75)
In Fig. 1, we draw the quantum-corrected Ka¨hler metric on the hypersurface ImT = 0 for
single representative CY manifold, i.e., mirror quintic with χ = −200 [40]. Now, we take into
account the instanton effects up to order one hundred for mirror quintic by using the numerical
code [46]. It is then found that the moduli Ka¨hler metric has vanished at two points around
the moduli value O(1) in the left panel in Fig. 1, where the smaller modulus value leading to
the vanishing Ka¨hler metric satisfies
KT = 0, (76)
whereas the larger one satisfies
Re(KT ) +
2
T + T¯
= 0,
ImT = 0. (77)
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In this way, although the vanishing Ka¨hler metric is unphysical, the tiny moduli Ka¨hler metric
is achieved at the values close to those of Eqs. (76) or (77). It is then expected that the
small axion decay constant is obtained around these points. Recall that, the negative instanton
contributions in Eq. (75) give rise to the small value of KT in general class of CY manifolds.
However, we have to take into account the fundamental domain where the large volume
limit is applicable. To make the analysis concrete, we focus on the mirror quintic CY defined
in Eq. (53), where there are three special points such as orbifold, conifold, and LCS points,
corresponding to ψ = 0, 1,∞. The complex structure modulus ψ in B-model is in one-to-one
correspondence with Ka¨hler modulus T in the A-model under the mirror map [40]:
T (ψ) = − 5
2pi
(
ln(5ψ)− 1
w
(1)
0
∞∑
m=1
(5m)!
(m!)5(5ψ)5m
[
Ψ(1 + 5m)−Ψ(1 +m)]
)
, (78)
with Ψ being the digamma function, and accordingly the quantum-corrected Yukawa coupling
κˆttt behaves in the limit ψ → 1,
κˆttt = 5 +
∞∑
dt=1
ndtd
3
t e
−2pidtT
1− e−2pidtT
∝ 1
(ψ − 1)[− ln(ψ − 1)]3 (79)
from which the Yukawa coupling diverges at the conifold point. Thus, the convergence radius in
the large volume limit is determined so as to avoid such a singularity in the Yukawa coupling [40],
i.e.,
ReT > ReT (1) ≃ 1.208. (80)
From this considerations, we conclude that the two points where the Ka¨hler metric vanishes
in the left panel in Fig. 1 are not in the large volume region, but in the conifold region. Although
we find that these vanishing Ka¨hler metric around the above similar points can be seen for the
other one-parameter CY manifolds, the large volume expansion is not valid. Thus, the tiny
axion decay constant is only obtained around the large volume point ReT → ∞ leading to
KT T¯ → 0 as shown in the right panel in Fig. 1, where the instanton corrections are enough
suppressed. On the other hand, the trans-Planckian axion decay constant is not achieved in
this mirror quintic CY. For other CY manifolds with negative small Euler characteristic, the
large |KT | will lead to the trans-Planckian axion decay constant around the large volume point
as discussed in Ref. [18].
3.3.2 Multiple axions
We next extend the previous analysis to the multi moduli case in a similar step in Sec. 3.3.1.
The quantum-corrected Ka¨hler potential for multi moduli T i with i being the number of moduli
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Figure 1: In both panels, the black curve corresponds to the quantum-corrected Ka¨hler metric
on the (ReT,KT T¯ )-plane for the mirror quintic CY manifold [40]. In the left (right) panel, the
Ka¨hler metric is plotted within the range, 1.18 ≤ ReT ≤ 1.3 (1.3 ≤ ReT ≤ 20).
fields is brought into the form [34, 35],
K(T, T¯ ) = − ln
[
1
6
κijk(T
i + T¯ i)(T j + T¯ j)(T k + T¯ k)− ζ(3)
4pi3
χ(M˜)
+
2
(2pi)2
∑
β
∞∑
n=1
dinβ
n2
(T i + T¯ i)e−pindk(T
k+T¯ k)cos
(−ipindj(T j − T¯ j))
+
4
(2pi)3
∑
β
∞∑
n=1
nβ
n3
e−pindk(T
k+T¯ k)cos
(−ipindj(T j − T¯ j))
]
, (81)
around the large volume region, where the exponential terms show the instanton corrections
labeled by the instanton number nβ and the degree of internal two-cycles dk. From the Ka¨hler
potential (81), we find that there are the discrete axionic shift symmetries, ImT i → ImT i+N
with N being integer. Thus, we identify the axions as ImT i and the magnitude of these decay
constant is proportional to f ∝ det(KT iT¯ j ) due to the non-canonical kinetic terms of moduli
fields. The moduli kinetic terms including the instanton correction become
KT iT¯ j = KT iKT¯ j − eK
[
κijk(T
k + T¯ k)−
∑
β
∞∑
n=1
nβdidj
pin
e−pindk(T
k+T¯ k)
]
, (82)
where
KT i =− eK
[
κijk(T
j + T¯ j)(T k + T¯ k)
2
−
∑
β
∞∑
n=1
didjnβ(T
j + T¯ j)
2pin
e−pindk(T
k+T¯ k)cos
(−ipindk(T k − T¯ k))
+ i
∑
β
∞∑
n=1
nβ
(
2didj(T
j + T¯ j)
2pin
+
2di
(2pi)2n2
)
e−pindk(T
k+T¯ k)sin
(−ipindk(T k − T¯ k))
]
.
(83)
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When all the moduli fields stay at the points satisfying
KT i = 0, (84)
or
T j + T¯ j
2
KT j + 1 = 0,
ImT i = 0, (85)
the moduli Ka¨hler metrics satisfies the following equalities,(
T j + T¯ j
)
KT iT¯ j = 0, (86)
from which, in both cases, the determinant of moduli Ka¨hler metric vanishes simultaneously.
This is because when the inverse matrix of moduli Ka¨hler metric exists, all the moduli values
are equal to zero at the points satisfying Eqs. (84) or (85),
T j + T¯ j = 0, (87)
which contradict the large volume region of moduli space. As a result, at the certain moduli
values satisfying Eqs. (84) or (85), we obtain the vanishing determinant of moduli Ka¨hler
metric. Although the vanishing inverse Ka¨hler metric is unphysical, we expect that the tiny
determinant of moduli Ka¨hler metric, i.e., tiny axion decay constant, is realized at the values
close to those of Eqs. (84) or (85).
However, when the Ka¨hler metric around the points in Eqs. (84) or (85) vanishes by the
inclusion of instanton effects, the moduli values are determined by the cancellation between
the classical and instanton contributions. It implies that, in a similar reason discussed in the
previous section 3.3.1, these points are not in the large volume region, but in the conifold or
other regions of special points. Thus, for the multiple axion cases, the tiny Ka¨hler metric
is only achieved around the large volume region T i → ∞ leading to f ∝ det(KT iT¯ j ) → 0 in
which the instanton corrections are enough suppressed. On the other hand, the trans-Planckian
axion decay constant will be realized for certain class of CY manifold with negative small Euler
characteristic [18].
4 Massless axion and moduli stabilization
As a result of the discussion presented so far, we have assumed that the moduli values are
treated as parameters to obtain the tiny moduli Ka¨hler metric, i.e., the tiny axion decay
constant. In this section, we explore to stabilize the relevant complex structure modulus in
type IIB string theory with an emphasis on the SCS point as discussed in Sec. 3.1. To solve the
strong CP problem and explain the current dark matter abundance, the massless axion with
small axion decay constant and massive saxion (scalar partner of axion) are required at least
at the compactification scale. The Planck data also favors the small axion decay constant in
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order not to overproduce the isocurvature perturbation [7]. As mentioned before, the couplings
between our considered axions and gauge bosons are unrevealed for general CY background.
Thus, in a way similar to the toroidal background [28, 29], we assume that the one-loop gauge
kinetic function involves the axion associated with complex structure moduli.
To obtain the tiny decay constant of massless axion, we consider the moduli stabilization
where the saxion |z| is stabilized at the minimum satisfying ∂zK(|z|) ≃ 0 by introducing the
axion-independent uplifting sector rather than the superpotential of complex structure modulus
z. In such a case, the axion becomes massless, since the Ka¨hler potential is invariant under
the monodromy transformation around the special point. We demonstrate the above scenario
at the orbifold point of moduli space in Sec. 3.1.1, for simplicity. For our purpose, we redefine
the complex structure modulus (hz)−α1 as ϕ and then the Ka¨hler potential is simplified as
K = − ln(−i(τ − τ¯)) +K(T + T¯ ) +K(|ϕ|),
W =W (τ, T ), (88)
where τ and T represent the axion-dilaton and Ka¨hler moduli and K(|ϕ|) corresponds to the
Ka¨hler potential in Eq. (25) replaced by ϕ,
K(|ϕ|) = − ln
[
1 +
C2
C1
|ϕ|−2+2α2/α1 +O(|ϕ|−2+2α3/α1)
]
, (89)
with Ck =
A2
k
4pi6
s3kckκ
(−bs2k + 2 (23s2k + c2k)). Now, we perform a gauge transformation of the
holomorphic three-form to achieve K(|ϕ|)→ K(|ϕ|) + ln |C1ϕ|2 along with Ref. [47],
Ω→ (C1ϕ)−1Ω. (90)
In addition, we assume that the superpotential is non-perturbatively generated by the D-
instanton or gaugino condensation on the hidden D7-branes wrapping on the internal cycle
without depending on the complex structure modulus,
W =W (τ, T ), (91)
where we consider the racetrack-type superpotential [48, 49, 50, 51]. When the complex struc-
ture modulus appears in the superpotential, the axion (phase direction of ϕ) generically become
massive. In this sense, we focus on the ϕ-independent superpotential to obtain the phenomeno-
logically favorable light axion.
However, in the current setup, the supersymmetric minimum satisfying
DIW =WI +KIW = 0, (92)
where WI = ∂W/∂Φ
I and KI = ∂K/∂Φ
I with ΦI being the axion-dilaton, Ka¨hler and complex
structure moduli, is not physical, since the Ka¨hler metric of complex structure moduli vanishes
at this minimum. In addition to the Ka¨hler and superpotentials in Eqs. (88) and (91), we thus
introduce the uplifting sector such as anti D3-brane [52] around the large volume and small
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complex structure points of CY manifold, that is, T ≫ 1 and |ϕ| ≪ 1. The scalar potential is
then characterized by the shift symmetric form [53, 54],
Vup = e
2K/3P(T + T¯ , |ϕ|) (93)
where P is the T - and ϕ- dependent function. The explicit form of P depends on the detailed
D-brane setup.
From the scalar potential in four-dimensional N = 1 supergravity,
V = VF + Vup, (94)
with
VF = e
K
(
KIJ¯DIWDJ¯W¯ − 3|W |2
)
, (95)
we find the local minimum of the complex structure modulus. The extremal condition of ϕ is
yielded by
∂ϕV ≃ m23/2
[
Kϕ¯∂ϕ(K
ϕϕ¯Kϕ) + 3∂ϕ(lnP)
]
= 0, (96)
where m3/2 = e
〈K〉/2〈W 〉 is the gravitino mass. Now, we employ the condition of almost van-
ishing cosmological constant 〈V 〉 ≃ 0 and 〈Vup〉 ≃ 3m23/2 which is valid for the well-known
Ka¨hler moduli stabilization, e.g., Kachru-Kallosh-Linde-Trivedi (KKLT) [52] or racetrack sce-
nario [48, 49, 50, 51].
Guided by the Ka¨hler potential in Eq. (88), we obtain the following equality,
Kϕ¯∂ϕ(K
ϕϕ¯Kϕ) ≃ −
(
C2
C1
)2(
α2
α1
− 1
)
|ϕ|4
(
α2
α1
−1
)
ϕ−1, (97)
and consequently the vacuum expectation value of complex structure modulus is determined
to satisfy the extremal condition (96),
|ϕ|4
α2
α1
−5 ≃ 3
(
C1
C2
)2(
α2
α1
− 1
)
|∂ϕ(lnP)|, (98)
where α2/α1 is grater than unity in our examples in Tab. 1 with distinct αi, and the saxion
|ϕ| is only stabilized at the above minimum by the axion-independent scalar potential. Now,
we assume that the mass squared of saxion is positive, since they depend on the second deriva-
tive of ∂ϕ∂ϕ¯(lnP). The other closed string moduli can be stabilized at the vacuum by the
superpotential.
In this way, it is possible to obtain the massless axion along the above moduli stabilization
procedure. From the formula of axion Ka¨hler metric,
Kθθ = Kϕϕ¯|ϕ|2 ≃ −
(
α2
α1
− 1
)2(
C2
C1
)
|ϕ|2
(
α2
α1
−1
)
, (99)
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and the vacuum expectation value of |ϕ| in Eq. (98), the tiny Ka¨hler metric of axion θ =
arg(ϕ), i.e., the tiny axion decay constant, is achieved only when ∂ϕ(lnP) is much smaller
than unity. For example, the cosmologically favorable axion Ka¨hler metric
√
2Kθθ ≃ 1012GeV
is achieved under ∂ϕ(lnP) ≃ 3 × 10−7 for the CY manifold defined in P53,2,2,1,1,1[4, 6]. In a
similar fashion, we can realize the suppressed axion decay constant at the other SCS points and
conifold point. Note that the Ka¨hler metric is governed by the vacuum expectation value of
∂ϕ(lnP) = ∂ϕP/P, whereas the cosmological constant is dominated by that of P. Therefore,
the obtained small axion Ka¨hler metric is compatible with the tiny cosmological constant under
∂ϕP ≪ P. However, it is interesting and challenging issue to obtain such a small value of
∂ϕ(lnP), since its specific form depends on the concrete D-brane setup taking into account the
Ramond-Ramond tadpole condition. We study the detailed construction of tiny axion decay
constant elsewhere.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the detail of the quantum and geometrical corrections for a decay
constant of closed string axion with an emphasis on the special points of Picard-Fuchs equation,
in particular the small complex structure point in Sec. 3.1, conifold point in Sec. 3.2, and large
complex structure (large volume) point in Sec. 3.3, around which the axion particles naturally
appear in the low-energy effective theory. The axionic shift symmetries of the Ka¨hler potential
are originating from the geometrical symmetries around the special points. Furthermore, in
the type IIB string theory, the decay constant of axion associated with the complex structure
modulus is irrelevant with the string scale in comparison with that of Ka¨hler modulus. It is
thus interesting to discuss the axion associated with complex structure modulus.
On the basis of topological string theory, we find the general expression of period vector and
its monodromy transformation for typical one-parameter CY manifolds in Tab. 1 by solving the
corresponding Picard-Fuchs differential equations. It then turns out that only the tiny axion
decay constant can be realized around the special point, since the axion Ka¨hler metric exactly
vanishes at all the special points. We also demonstrate the moduli stabilization to realize such
a situation in Sec. 4. It is interesting to embed our scenario in the detailed D-brane setup and
reveal the couplings between the axion and matter fields in the visible sector, which will be
studied elsewhere.
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